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Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/cs0-001.html2.|2018 Latest CS0-001 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNclFka2Z1NWtOaG8?usp=sharingQUESTION 87Considering

confidentiality and integrity, which of the following make servers more secure than desktops? (Select THREE).A.    VLANsB.    OS

C.    Trained operatorsD.    Physical access restrictionE.    Processing powerF.    Hard drive capacityAnswer: BCDQUESTION 88

Given the following output from a Linux machine:file2cable &shy;i eth0 -f file.pcapWhich of the following BEST describes what a

security analyst is trying to accomplish?A.    The analyst is attempting to measure bandwidth utilization on interface eth0.B.    The

analyst is attempting to capture traffic on interface eth0.C.    The analyst is attempting to replay captured data from a PCAP file.D.   

The analyst is attempting to capture traffic for a PCAP file.E.    The analyst is attempting to use a protocol analyzer to monitor

network traffic.Answer: EQUESTION 89A recent audit has uncovered several coding errors and a lack of input validation being

used on a public portal. Due to the nature of the portal and the severity of the errors, the portal is unable to be patched. Which of the

following tools could be used to reduce the risk of being compromised?A.    Web application firewallB.    Network firewallC.    Web

proxyD.    Intrusion prevention systemAnswer: AQUESTION 90Various devices are connecting and authenticating to a single evil

twin within the network. Which of the following are MOST likely being targeted?A.    Mobile devicesB.    All endpointsC.    VPNs

D.    Network infrastructureE.    Wired SCADA devicesAnswer: AExplanation:

http://www.corecom.com/external/livesecurity/eviltwin1.htmQUESTION 91As part of the SDLC, software developers are testing

the security of a new web application by inputting large amounts of random data.Which of the following types of testing is being

performed?A.    FuzzingB.    Regression testingC.    Stress testingD.    Input validationAnswer: AQUESTION 92An organization

uses Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores to prioritize remediation of vulnerabilities.Management wants to modify

the priorities based on a difficulty factor so that vulnerabilities with lower CVSS scores may get a higher priority if they are easier to

implement with less risk to system functionality. Management also wants to quantify the priority. Which of the following would

achieve management's objective?A.    (CVSS Score) * Difficulty = PriorityWhere Difficulty is a range from 0.1 to 1.0 with 1.0 being

easiest and lowest risk to implementB.    (CVSS Score) * Difficulty = PriorityWhere Difficulty is a range from 1 to 5 with 1 being

easiest and lowest risk to implementC.    (CVSS Score) / Difficulty = PriorityWhere Difficulty is a range from 1 to 10 with 10 being

easiest and lowest risk to implementD.    ((CVSS Score) * 2) / Difficulty = PriorityWhere CVSS Score is weighted and Difficulty is

a range from 1 to 5 with 5 being easiest and lowest risk to implementAnswer: CQUESTION 93A security analyst is attempting to

configure a vulnerability scan for a new segment on the network. Given the requirement to prevent credentials from traversing the

network while still conducting a credentialed scan, which of the following is the BEST choice?A.    Install agents on the endpoints to

perform the scanB.    Provide each endpoint with vulnerability scanner credentialsC.    Encrypt all of the traffic between the scanner

and the endpointD.    Deploy scanners with administrator privileges on each endpointAnswer: AQUESTION 94A cybersecurity

consultant is reviewing the following output from a vulnerability scan against a newly installed MS SQL Server 2012 that is slated

to go into production in one week:  Based on the above information, which of the following should the system administrator do?

(Select TWO).A.    Verify the vulnerability using penetration testing tools or proof-of-concept exploits.B.    Review the references to

determine if the vulnerability can be remotely exploited.C.    Mark the result as a false positive so it will show in subsequent scans.

D.    Configure a network-based ACL at the perimeter firewall to protect the MS SQL port.E.    Implement the proposed solution by

installing Microsoft patch Q316333.Answer: DEQUESTION 95Which of the following are essential components within the rules of

engagement for a penetration test? (Select TWO).A.    ScheduleB.    AuthorizationC.    List of system administratorsD.    Payment

termsE.    Business justificationAnswer: ABQUESTION 96A production web server is experiencing performance issues. Upon

investigation, new unauthorized applications have been installed and suspicious traffic was sent through an unused port. Endpoint

security is not detecting any malware or virus. Which of the following types of threats would this MOST likely be classified as?A.   

Advanced persistent threatB.    Buffer overflow vulnerabilityC.    Zero dayD.    BotnetAnswer: AQUESTION 97Nmap scan results

on a set of IP addresses returned one or more lines beginning with "cpe:/o:" followed by a company name, product name, and

version. Which of the following would this string help an administrator to identify?A.    Operating systemB.    Running servicesC.   

Installed softwareD.    Installed hardwareAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!]1.|2018 Latest CS0-001 Exam Dumps  (PDF & VCE)
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